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Abstract 24 

 25 

Determination of the site component of 𝜅 (𝜅0) is important in the implementation of host-to-26 

target adjustments for estimation of seismic hazard at hard-rock sites. Its evaluation through the 27 

classical approach of Anderson and Hough (1984) (𝜅0_𝐴𝑆) faces specific difficulties in low-to-28 

moderate seismicity areas, as the quantity and bandwidth of the usable data are generally limited. 29 

In such a context, 𝜅 measurements might have higher sensitivity to site amplification, frequency-30 

dependent attenuation, the earthquake source and the instrumental equipment. Here, the approach 31 

of Biasi and Smith (2001) (𝜅𝐷𝑆, displacement spectrum) is compared with 𝜅𝐴𝑆 (acceleration 32 

spectrum) for three sites in an industrial area in Provence (southeastern France). A semi-33 

automatic procedure is developed to measure individual values of 𝜅𝑟 that reduces inter-operator 34 

variability and provides the associated uncertainty. We show that this uncertainty is mainly 35 

dependent on the bandwidth used to determine 𝜅𝑟. There was good agreement between 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 and 36 

𝜅0_𝐷𝑆 for the two hard-rock sites, which yielded 𝜅0 of approximately 30 ms. This highlights the 37 

𝜅𝐷𝑆 approach that is well adapted to low-magnitude events and rock sites, and the use of 38 

velocimeters in low-to-moderate seismicity areas. The comparisons between these approaches are 39 

also used to infer the reliability of 𝜅 measurements by addressing their sensitivity to site 40 

amplification, frequency-dependent attenuation, and the earthquake source. First, the impact of 41 

site amplification on 𝜅0 estimates is shown to be very important and strongly frequency 42 

dependent for stiff-soil sites, and nonnegligible for hard-rock sites. Secondly, frequency-43 

dependent attenuation cannot be ruled out for 𝜅, as indicated by comparison with the literature 44 

quality factor (𝑄) for the Alps. Finally, a source component for 𝜅𝐴𝑆 is questionable from the 45 
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comparison of 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 evaluated for a cluster of events that shared the same path and site 46 

components. 47 

 48 

Key words: kappa, site specific, low-to-moderate seismicity, reliability 49 
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Introduction 51 

 52 

The kappa (𝜅) parameter describes the high-frequency spectral shape of ground motion. This 53 

parameter was introduced by Anderson and Hough (1984) as the linear decay in a log-linear 54 

space of the acceleration high frequency Fourier amplitude spectrum (FAS) of the horizontal 55 

component of the shear waves. For a given record at epicentral distance (𝑅𝑒), 𝜅 (denoted 𝜅𝑟) can 56 

be defined as: 57 

 58 

 𝐴(𝑓) = 𝐴0 exp(−𝜋𝜅𝑟𝑓),       𝑓1 < 𝑓 < 𝑓2 (1), 

 59 

where 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 are the frequency bounds between which the decay of the spectrum amplitude 60 

(𝐴(𝑓)) is approximately linear in a log-linear space. 𝜅𝑟 can be decomposed in terms of site (𝜅0), 61 

source (𝜅𝑆), and path (�̃�) components: 62 

 63 

 𝜅𝑟 = 𝜅0 + 𝜅𝑆 + �̃�(𝑅𝑒) (2). 

 64 

Anderson and Hough (1984) assumed that 𝜅𝑟 can only be explained by the attenuation of 65 

the path and the site when it is measured above the corner frequency (𝑓𝑐); i.e., where the 66 

acceleration spectrum of the source is assumed to be flat in the Brune (1970) model. This 𝜔−2 67 

source model was initiated by Aki (1967) and remains a reference model to date. According to 68 

the original model that neglected the source component (𝜅𝑆 = 0), the distance-independent part 69 

of 𝜅𝑟 was attributed to 𝜅0; i.e., to the S-wave attenuation due to the geological structure beneath 70 

the recording site (Hanks 1982; Anderson and Hough 1984; Hough and Anderson 1988). The 71 
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distance-dependence term that represents the attenuation of the S-wave along the propagation in 72 

the crust from the source to the site can be described by many different models. Generally, the 73 

linear assumption �̃�(𝑅𝑒) = 𝑚𝜅 ∙ 𝑅𝑒 proposed by Anderson and Hough (1984) is a reasonable 74 

approximation (Douglas et al. 2010; Ktenidou et al. 2013). Then, when the source term is 75 

neglected, Equation (2) can be written as: 76 

 77 

 𝜅𝑟(𝑅𝑒) = 𝜅0 + 𝑚𝜅 ∙ 𝑅𝑒 (3). 

 78 

In this model, the site term 𝜅0 and the path term 𝑚𝜅 (following the notation of Douglas et al. 79 

2010) can be simply separated by linear regression, where the first term is the intercept at zero 80 

epicentral distance (𝜅𝑟(0)) and the second term is the slope of the 𝜅𝑟(𝑅𝑒) linear trend with 81 

epicentral distance. In Equation (3), 𝜅𝑟 and 𝜅0 are expressed in seconds (s) whereas 𝑚𝜅 is 82 

expressed in s/m, with the epicentral distance 𝑅𝑒 expressed in meters. 83 

The site component, 𝜅0, has many applications in hazard seismology, as it helps to 84 

constrain the high-frequency spectral shape of the predicted seismic signals at a specific site. This 85 

is particularly important for low-attenuating hard-rock sites, where the ground motion can be 86 

underestimated at high frequencies. 𝜅0 has thus been used as an input parameter in stochastic 87 

simulations (Boore 1986; Beresnev and Atkinson 1997; Boore 2003; Graves and Pitarka 2010) 88 

and in the functional forms of some ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs; e.g., Anderson 89 

et al. 1996; Laurendeau et al. 2013). However, the vast majority of GMPEs are developed using 90 

data from accelerometric networks in seismically active regions. Thus, the representativeness of 91 

the GMPEs for hard-rock sites is not ensured, as surface accelerometric stations are rarely 92 

installed on hard-rock sites. The host-to-target adjustments take into account differences in site 93 
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properties (i.e., for the time-averaged 𝑉𝑠 within the first 30 m [𝑉𝑆30], and 𝜅0) to adapt the GMPEs 94 

from the host soft rock or rock where they are developed, to the target hard-rock sites where they 95 

are needed (Campbell 2003, 2004; Cotton et al. 2006; Van Houtte et al. 2011; Delavaud et al. 96 

2012; Ameri et al. 2017; Boore and Campbell 2017). While an estimation of 𝜅0 is very often 97 

available in active host areas, its determination is more difficult in target areas of low-to-98 

moderate seismicity. When no seismological recordings are available, 𝜅0 is generally deduced 99 

from the 𝜅0/𝑉𝑆30 correlation, even if the scatter of this correlation is very large. However, this 100 

introduces large uncertainties in seismic hazard assessments. It is thus of great interest to 101 

determine reliable site-specific values of 𝜅0 from seismic recordings, which can be relatively 102 

challenging in low-to-moderate seismicity areas. 103 

Since the first definition by Anderson and Hough (1984), many studies have proposed 104 

different techniques to determine 𝜅𝑟 or 𝜅0. Ktenidou et al. (2014) provided a comprehensive 105 

review of the methods at the time, and provided the notations that are followed here. The 106 

evaluation of 𝜅0 through the original definition based on the acceleration spectrum (𝜅0_𝐴𝑆) is 107 

difficult in low-seismicity areas, because of the lack of local earthquakes with magnitudes >3. 108 

Indeed, the lower the magnitude, the higher the 𝑓𝑐 and the lower the highest frequency with good 109 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR >3), which leads to a smaller usable width of the frequency window 110 

(𝛥𝑓 = 𝑓2 − 𝑓1) for the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 measurement. Due to this difficulty, only one study has explicitly 111 

reported an estimation of 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 for mainland France (Douglas et al. 2010), and to do so, they 112 

joined the individual 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 measured from many sites of the same type and in the same region. 113 

The approach proposed by Biasi and Smith (2001) represents an alternative for low-114 

seismicity areas, which estimates 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆, and then 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆, on the horizontal components of the FAS 115 

computed from the direct shear-wave part of the displacement seismogram. The displacement 116 
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spectrum of the source flattens up to 𝑓𝑐, which allows the measurement of 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 for low-117 

magnitude events and at lower frequencies (i.e., below 𝑓𝑐). This relies on the assumption that the 118 

stress drops for the smallest earthquakes are similar to those of the large earthquakes, which 119 

implies high 𝑓𝑐 values (Kilb et al. 2012). In contrast to 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆, the lower the magnitude of the 120 

earthquake, the larger the 𝛥𝑓 for the measure of 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 on the record. This is why this approach 121 

was initially proposed for very small magnitude events (M <1). Finally, local-to-regional 122 

earthquakes (𝑅𝑒 <200 km) listed in the catalog for low-to-moderate seismicity areas have 123 

magnitudes mainly between 1 and 3, which is not in the ideal magnitude range for both the 𝜅𝐴𝑆 124 

and 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approaches. This difficulty can lead to higher sensitivity of the results to the site 125 

amplification, the frequency-dependent attenuation, and the earthquake source, due to the small 126 

𝛥𝑓 that are used for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆. 127 

Indeed, as the physics of 𝜅 are not clear, and wide uncertainty is generally associated to its 128 

measurement, this also results in a multiplicity of possible interpretations. The regain of interest 129 

in this parameter over the last decade has recently led to numerous studies of its dependence on 130 

various parameters and to a reduction in the associated uncertainties (Campbell 2009; Van Houtte 131 

et al. 2011; Kilb et al. 2012; Ktenidou et al. 2013, 2015; Edwards et al. 2015; Parolai et al. 2015). 132 

First, since the origins of 𝜅, some studies have attributed part of the decay to source effects 133 

(Papageorgiou and Aki 1983; Aki 1987; Papageorgiou 1988, 2003; Gariel and Campillo 1989), 134 

while a few studies have suggested that there might be both source and site components for 𝜅𝑟 135 

(Tsai and Chen 2000; Purvance and Anderson 2003). Although the site-effects interpretation is 136 

commonly accepted at present and the majority of recent studies of 𝜅 neglect the source term, an 137 

influence of the source on 𝜅𝑟 is likely if there is any divergence from the 𝜔−2 source model. 138 

Moreover, the 𝑓𝑐 criterion that allows for the neglecting of the source influence is difficult to 139 
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respect, as its estimation is very uncertain, especially when the value of the stress drop for the 140 

target region is not known. Secondly, one of the most dubious assumptions concerning 𝜅 is its 141 

frequency independence. This assumption is an implicit part of the choice of a linear model to 142 

measure 𝜅𝑟 between 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 of the acceleration spectrum (Eq. (1)). 𝜅𝑟 is tied to another 143 

attenuation parameter: the effective quality factor of the S-wave, 𝑄𝑒𝑓 (Futterman 1962; Knopoff 144 

1964). Campbell (2009) provided a good overview of the relationship between 𝑄 and 𝜅. Since 145 

𝑄𝑒𝑓 was introduced, it has been widely accepted as frequency dependent at least in part. The 146 

model proposed by Aki (1980) and Dainty (1981) divided 𝑄𝑒𝑓 into two parts: a frequency-147 

independent intrinsic attenuation part (𝑄𝑖), and a frequency-dependent scattering part (𝑄𝑠𝑐), given 148 

by Equation (4): 149 

 150 

 
1

𝑄𝑒𝑓
=  

1

𝑄𝑖
+

1

𝑄𝑠𝑐
 (4). 

 151 

Based on the frequency-dependent t∗ model of Cormier (1982), Hough et al. (1988) and Hough 152 

and Anderson (1988) linked Q and κ with a general frequency-independent model. This model 153 

described the attenuation along the ray path as: 154 

 155 

 𝜅𝑟(𝑟) = ∫
1

𝑄𝑖(𝑧) 𝑉𝑆(𝑧)𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ

𝑑𝑟, (5), 

 156 

where 𝑄𝑖(𝑧) is the frequency-independent component of 𝑄𝑒𝑓, and 𝑉𝑆 is the shear-wave velocity at 157 

depth 𝑧 within the profile. This model assumes that 𝑄𝑖 and 𝑉𝑆 are laterally homogeneous, and that 158 

𝑄𝑠𝑐 does not affect the evaluation of 𝜅 when it is inversely proportional to the frequency (Warren 159 
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1972; Rovelli 1982; Anderson 1986). However, the frequency independence assumption for 𝜅 is 160 

dubious, as depending on the size of the heterogeneities, a frequency-dependent scattering 161 

contribution cannot be excluded (Edwards et al. 2015; Parolai et al. 2015; Ktenidou et al. 2015). 162 

This might impact upon 𝜅, depending on the frequency band in which it is defined, which will 163 

lead to different results when using different approaches (e.g., high frequency 𝜅𝐴𝑆, low frequency 164 

𝜅𝐷𝑆, 𝜅𝐵𝐵 broadband inversion). Finally, another frequency-dependent phenomenon can modify 165 

the spectrum and therefore the evaluation of 𝜅: the site amplification. Indeed, the spectral 166 

modulations induced by site effects can change the slope of the decay and thus modify the 𝜅𝑟 167 

estimates, depending on the selected frequency windows. Moreover, the modification of the 168 

spectrum shape can hide the frequency interval where the decay should be linear in the absence 169 

of site amplification, and thus alter the identification of the “true” frequency band where 𝜅𝑟 170 

should be measured (Hough et al. 1999; Parolai and Bindi 2004; Van Houtte et al. 2014; Edwards 171 

et al. 2015). The smaller the 𝛥𝑓, the greater the influence of the site amplification on 𝜅 should be. 172 

The objective of the present study is to evaluate the applicability of reliable determination 173 

of site-specific 𝜅 in the low-to-moderate seismic context of mainland France. After a short 174 

description of the study area in terms of its geology and the datasets, some recommendations are 175 

provided for implementation of the instrumentation, and the site effects are evaluated. First, the 176 

semi-automatic procedure used to measure 𝜅𝑟 is introduced, and a detailed comparison is given 177 

between the 𝜅𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approaches on hard-rock sites. Secondly, the sensitivity of 𝜅 to 178 

frequency-dependent attenuation, site amplification, and the earthquake source are investigated. 179 

Finally, the reliability and variability of the 𝜅 measurements are discussed in the context of low-180 

to-moderate seismicity areas. 181 

 182 
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Study area and datasets 183 

 184 

Study area 185 

The industrial area under study is in Provence, close to the Alps (southeastern France). The Alps 186 

are one of the most active seismic regions in mainland France, although the associated seismic 187 

activity is low to moderate (Guéguen et al. 2007; Sanchez et al. 2010). Figure 1 shows the 188 

location of the study site and the event epicenters from the database used. The main database is 189 

composed of seismic data that were recorded between February 2012 and June 2014, with the 190 

recording of nearly 500 earthquakes by several velocimeters (Güralp CMG6-TD). During this 2-191 

year period, two seismic sequences occurred, after the February 26, 2012 (𝑀𝐿 = 4.5) and April 7, 192 

2014 (𝑀𝐿 = 5.2) earthquakes of Jausiers. These two sequences are approximately co-located at 193 

𝑅𝑒 = 120 km and at an approximately N50°E azimuth from the recording area (Figure 1). In the 194 

framework of this 𝜅 study, only the three sites where the seismic records are the most abundant 195 

are considered (Figure 2, P1, P2, P3). Sites P2 and P3 have two accelerometers (Güralp CMG5-196 

TDE) as well as the velocimeters. All of the sensors record continuously with a 100 Hz sampling 197 

frequency and a flat response beyond the Nyquist frequency (50 Hz). Seismic events were 198 

extracted from the continuous data using the earthquake bulletin information provided mainly by 199 

the Euro-Med Seismological Centre. When information was missing for an earthquake, the 200 

information used was from the Réseau National de Surveillance Sismique (French National 201 

Seismic Surveillance Network), Géoazur, or the Italian Seismological Instrumental and 202 

Parametric Database. These catalogs were also used to determine the earthquake parameters (e.g., 203 

magnitude, location, among others), where the magnitudes were mainly local (𝑀𝐿). Two 204 

accelerometers in triggering mode completed the database, with 300 additional events recorded 205 
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from 2000 to 2011 at sites P2 and P3. This initial instrumentation was managed by the 206 

Laboratory for Detection and Geophysics (CEA, France), which also provided the associated 207 

earthquake parameters. Differences between the catalogs are assumed to be negligible compared 208 

to the uncertainty associated to 𝜅. Finally, more than 800 events were recorded, with epicentral 209 

distances from 3 km to >10000 km. Some teleseisms were also recorded, although the vast 210 

majority of events were within epicentral distances of 500 km. All of the recorded regional 211 

earthquakes were crustal events (depth, <30 km) and corresponded to weak motions. Almost all 212 

of these had local magnitudes <4, and were north-east of the recording site. However, the number 213 

of events recorded by each site varied due to differences in the recording durations, and this is 214 

very dependent on the application (Table 1). For 𝜅 estimation, only the best records from the 215 

closest events (𝑅𝑒 < 180) are used, to provide good SNRs over a broad enough frequency band, 216 

and to ensure that the propagation is only in the crust. 217 

Sites P1 and P2 are located on outcropping massive Cretaceous limestone. Site P3 and a 218 

further site, site P4, are located within a relatively small paleovalley (a few hundred meters wide, 219 

50-150 m deep) that is filled with stiff Miocene sand and sandstone, and softer quaternary 220 

deposits. Based on the geophysical measurements for sites P1, P2, P3, and P4, 𝑉𝑆30 is evaluated 221 

at 2100 m/s, 1800 m/s, 440 m/s, and 720 m/s, respectively. Sites P1 and P2 are thus classified as 222 

the ‘hard-rock’ class, whereas sites P3 and P4 are in the ‘very dense soil’ class, according to the 223 

National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program classification. The sensor at site P1 was set up 224 

in a seismic vault buried at 3 m in depth, while the sensors of sites P2, P3, and P4 are at the 225 

surface. Figure 2 shows the locations of these four sites on a simplified geological map. For sites 226 

P1 and P4, three cored boreholes had been drilled, which provided a lithological description of 227 

the substratum, as well as in-situ shear-wave velocity measurements performed using cross-hole, 228 
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down-hole, and P-S suspension logging methods. Site P1 was one of the sites used by the 229 

InterPACIFIC Project to perform a comparative benchmark of invasive and noninvasive methods 230 

for site characterization (Garofalo et al. 2016). No 𝜅 evaluation was carried out for site P4, due to 231 

too low a number of well-recorded seismic events. However, site P4 is included here due to the 232 

availability of borehole and in-situ 𝑉𝑆 measurements, which are representative of the local basin 233 

features. 234 

 235 

Spectrum computation 236 

The FAS are mandatory to compute 𝜅𝑟 and for site effects assessment through horizontal-to-237 

vertical spectral ratio and standard spectral ratio (SSR) approaches. A common procedure was 238 

followed to determine the FAS from the earthquake recordings (Perron et al. 2017). A visual 239 

check and manual picking of the P-wave and S-wave first arrivals (𝑇𝑃, 𝑇𝑆) were performed for 240 

one site of the network (generally P1) for each earthquake. It is assumed that the differences in 241 

the time arrivals between these sites are negligible due to the very short inter-station distances 242 

compared to the epicentral distances. In addition to 𝑇𝑃 and 𝑇𝑆, the end of the signal (𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑑) was 243 

also visually picked, based on a time-frequency analysis (spectrograms), to take into 244 

consideration the SNR criteria and to detect potential post-event perturbations at every frequency 245 

(e.g., after shocks, transient noise, among others). Only the direct S-wave window was 246 

considered for 𝜅 estimation, while the entire signal was used to assess the SSR. A 5% cosine 247 

taper was applied at the edge of each time window, and the windows were extended to apply the 248 

cosine taper out of the target window. The S-wave duration was defined by a specific, and 249 

relatively simple, scheme (Perron et al. 2017) that took into account the expansion due to the 250 

propagation (approximated by 𝑇𝑆 − 𝑇𝑃) and the source (through 1/𝑓𝐶). In the low-to-moderate 251 
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seismicity context of Provence, the S-wave window is mainly controlled by the propagation term, 252 

as the source term is negligible for magnitudes <5. A minimum nominal duration of 5 s was used 253 

to constrain the spectral resolution at low frequencies. The influence of window length on the 254 

spectrum was tested, which led to only small changes, in agreement with previous observations 255 

(Anderson and Hough 1984; Tsai and Chen 2000; Douglas et al. 2010). To obtain length-256 

independent FAS, the Fourier transforms were normalized by the square root of the number of 257 

samples, which led to the computation of the FAS density (FASD). The FASD is important only 258 

for the SNR computation when the noise and the signal windows are not of the same duration. 259 

The north–south and east–west components were combined, to obtain a single orientation-260 

independent component, as follows: 261 

 262 

 𝑆(𝐻) =
𝑆(𝑁 + 𝑖𝐸)

√2
 (6). 

 263 

This evaluation of the horizontal mean component is equivalent to the quadratic mean in the 264 

frequency domain [𝑆(𝐻) = √(𝑆(𝐸)2 + 𝑆(𝑁)2)/2]. Nevertheless, this complex representation of 265 

horizontal motion allowed it to be applied to the time domain, and maintained the phase between 266 

the components (Steidl et al. 1996). A criterion of a minimum of 10 wavelengths contained in the 267 

signal was applied to define the minimum frequency (𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛), which is determined according to the 268 

duration of the time window (∆𝑡): 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 10/∆𝑡. For 𝜅𝐴𝑆 or 𝜅𝐷𝑆, the spectra (in acceleration or 269 

displacement) were obtained from the velocity spectra by multiplication or division by 2𝜋𝑖𝑓 in 270 

the Fourier domain. 271 

 272 

Velocimeter versus accelerometer 273 
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As there is co-localization of accelerometers with velocimeters at sites P2 and P3, these data were 274 

used for comparisons between these two types of sensors, in terms of the quantity and quality of 275 

the records. The quality of a dataset impacts directly on the achievability of the 𝜅 measurement. 276 

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the number of accelerometer and velocimeter recordings 277 

that satisfied similar quality criteria at the same rock site (site P2) over the same period of time. 278 

The quality criteria are based on the SNR at each frequency and for each recording, with different 279 

threshold values considered for the SNR (i.e., 3, 10, 50). Figure 3 thus shows the percentages of 280 

the recorded events for which the (frequency-dependent) SNR fall within the corresponding 281 

ranges (i.e., SNR <3; 3 ≤ SNR < 10; 10 ≤ SNR < 50; SNR ≥50). This shows that the velocimeter 282 

recordings provide more to many more usable events, especially below 20 Hz (sometimes >50-283 

fold for 10 ≤ SNR < 50), and the available frequency ranges are mainly from 0.25 Hz to 15 Hz, 284 

which is below the high frequency range generally required for 𝜅𝐴𝑆. Above 15 Hz, the two types 285 

of sensors give similar results, even if the number of recorded events with SNR >3 is relatively 286 

low due to the lack of local earthquakes. It should be noted, however, that these data were 287 

obtained for a given accelerometer model versus a given velocimeter model, as the purpose here 288 

is not to achieve complete instrumental comparisons. However, although the use of 289 

accelerometers is justified for strong ground-motion recording (as they do not saturate), these 290 

experimental results demonstrate the interest in using velocimeters for site-specific studies in 291 

low-to-moderate seismicity areas, to record enough earthquakes within a reasonable time period. 292 

If only accelerometers were available, few 𝜅𝑟 only and no 𝜅0 evaluations would have been 293 

possible for this study, especially for 𝜅𝐷𝑆, which was evaluated mainly at low frequencies (i.e., 294 

below 15 Hz). 295 

 296 
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Site amplification 297 

Seismic ground motion can be modified (most often amplified) by the near-surface geological 298 

structure anywhere at the Earth surface. This phenomenon is referred as the site effects, which 299 

have been widely observed for alluvial deposits, with amplitudes and frequency bands that vary 300 

greatly from site to site as a function of their geometry and mechanical properties. However, it is 301 

often neglected for hard-rock sites, because their amplitude is expected to be much lower, and to 302 

be shifted to high frequencies only (i.e., beyond 5-10 Hz). These frequency-dependent 303 

phenomena have to be evaluated on a site-specific basis, as they might significantly contaminate 304 

the measurement of 𝜅𝑟 based on the apparent spectral slope. 305 

The records of numerous earthquakes for each site allows the inference of the relative 306 

transfer function using the SSR approach (Borcherdt 1970). One important precondition for using 307 

the SSR technique is the availability of a nearby reference (i.e., rock) site with negligible site 308 

effects. This approach consists of computing the ratio between the FAS from the earthquake 309 

recorded at both the site and the reference site. The FAS were processed following the procedure 310 

described in the ‘spectrum computation’ section, and were smoothed following the Konno and 311 

Ohmachi (1998) procedure, with a b-value of 30. For each frequency, the median was estimated 312 

from all of the earthquakes with SNR >3. Figure 4 shows the SSR data for the mean horizontal 313 

components and the vertical components for sites P2, P3, and P4, using P1 as the reference site. 314 

The theoretical one-dimensional (1D) site transfer function at P1 is shown in Figure 4 (black 315 

dotted curves). This transfer function was computed with a velocity profile that used the 316 

measured velocity profile down to 46 m, where Vs reached approximately 2800 m/s (Figure 2). 317 

This was then completed down to 8 km in depth (Vs = 3600 m/s), with a generic velocity profile 318 

to account for crustal amplification. The 1D reflectivity model (Kennett 1974) was used to 319 
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reproduce the response of horizontally stratified layers excited by a vertically incident SH plane 320 

wave. An infinite 𝑄 was used for the computation to consider only the site amplification. 321 

Site P3 shows significant site amplification above 2 Hz (e.g., up to 12-fold at 7 Hz on the 322 

horizontal component), while site P4 shows more moderate amplification (up to 5-fold at 4 Hz). 323 

These amplifications appear to be mostly related to the first 55 m of soil, according to the 𝑉𝑆 324 

profile shown in Figure 2. According to the P2/P1 SSR, as well as the theoretical 1D transfer 325 

function computed at site P1, the amplification at the rock sites is much lower. This is due to the 326 

weathered zone that affects the limestone within the first few meters beneath the surface. 327 

In addition to these lithographic effects, the topography of the free surface near the site 328 

can also modify the spectral shape, and thus the evaluation of 𝜅𝑟, especially on rock sites where 329 

the lithographic effects are limited and the topography is important. However, negligible 330 

influence of the topography was noted for each site through the frequency-scaled curvature 331 

approach proposed by Maufroy et al. (2015). 332 

 333 

Kappa 334 

 335 

Data processing 336 

Once the horizontal mean FAS or FASD have been processed (Eq. (6)), 𝜅𝑟 can be determined 337 

following the methodology proposed by Ktenidou et al. (2013). The slope of the spectral decay is 338 

measured by the linear regression from the acceleration FAS for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and from the displacement 339 

FAS for 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆. An example of the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 measurements is given in Figure 5. Care was taken to be 340 

sure that the frequency window within the slope that was measured had SNR >3. In the same 341 

way, special attention was paid to the frequency window chosen for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆, to be sure that it was 342 
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above 𝑓𝑐 and below the 𝑓𝑐 for 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆. This 𝑓𝑐 checking is essential for the assumption that the 343 

result is independent of the shape of the source spectrum in the Brune (1970) model. Direct visual 344 

evaluation of 𝑓𝑐 was carried out on the displacement spectra of a few earthquakes, and 345 

comparisons were made with the value proposed by Drouet et al. (2010) for the Alps. Then, the 346 

initial bounds of the frequency window (𝑓1𝑖𝑛𝑖, 𝑓2𝑖𝑛𝑖) were manually picked, respecting the SNR 347 

and 𝑓𝑐 criterion, and for the most linear decay. 348 

A semi-automatic procedure was developed for more precise and repeatable selection of 349 

the lower and upper bounds (𝑓1, 𝑓2) of this frequency window. The aim is to reduce the variability 350 

between operators and to determine the uncertainty associated to each measure of 𝜅𝑟. This 351 

procedure is illustrated in Figure 5: an uncertainty range (δf  = ±2 Hz) is defined around each 352 

bound of this manually selected frequency window (𝑓1𝑖𝑛𝑖, 𝑓2𝑖𝑛𝑖), and 𝜅𝑟 is estimated from the 353 

linear regression slopes over all of the frequency interval combinations (𝑓1𝑖𝑛𝑖 ± 𝜀1δf  , 𝑓2𝑖𝑛𝑖  ±354 

𝜀2δf ), with 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 as random numbers between 0 and 1 (Figure 5, yellow lines). In this way, 355 

the precision of the 𝜅𝑟 estimate can be quantified with various statistical parameters (e.g., 356 

minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation). The best 𝜅𝑟 estimation is defined as that which 357 

minimizes the root mean square (RMS): 358 

 359 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √
∑ (𝐹𝐴𝑆(𝑓𝑖) − 𝐹𝐴𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑡(𝑓𝑖))2

𝑖

𝑁
, 𝑓1 ≤ 𝑓𝑖 ≤ 𝑓2 (7), 

 360 

where 𝐹𝐴𝑆(𝑓𝑖) is the S-wave FAS, 𝐹𝐴𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑡(𝑓𝑖) is the regression prediction at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ frequency, 361 

and  𝑁 is the number of samples between the 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 bounds of the tested slope. Only windows 362 

wider than 10 Hz were taken into account, to ensure the minimum reliability for the 𝜅𝑟 363 
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estimation. Finally, the best fit 𝜅𝑟 estimate (Figure 5, red line) that minimizes 𝑅𝑀𝑆 is taken with 364 

its associated uncertainty, which corresponds to the difference between the maximum and 365 

minimum values of 𝜅𝑟 (Figure 5, blue lines) obtained in the tested slope set (∆𝜅𝑟 = 𝜅𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
−366 

𝜅𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
). 367 

Once every 𝜅𝑟 had been estimated with their associated uncertainties, 𝜅0 was computed 368 

following the chosen distance-dependence model (𝜅𝑟(𝑅𝑒)). Here, the simple linear regression 369 

(Eq. (3)) was considered, with each 𝜅𝑟 value weighted by the inverse of its associated 370 

uncertainty. 𝜅0 can also be approximated by the individual 𝜅𝑟 measurements that correspond to 371 

short 𝑅𝑒 distances, on the assumption that the path component is negligible when the earthquake 372 

occurs within a few tens of kilometers around the site (Ktenidou et al. 2013). Thus, in addition to 373 

the classical 𝜅0 "intercept value" evaluation, another estimate 𝜅0<30 𝑘𝑚 was also computed as the 374 

mean of the 𝜅𝑟 values from events with 𝑅𝑒 <30 km. This approach avoids a too large sensitivity 375 

to the slope of the distance dependence model, but it can lead to slightly higher 𝜅0 estimates. 376 

 377 

Results and comparison between 𝜿𝑨𝑺 and 𝜿𝑫𝑺 378 

The different 𝜅 definitions imply differences in the range of the magnitudes and frequencies that 379 

are considered for its computation. Figure 6 shows the distribution of events used to determine 380 

𝜅𝑟 from the acceleration (Figure 6, black filled circles) and displacement (Figure 6, gray circles) 381 

FAS according to the magnitude, depth, and back-azimuth. All of the events were crustal (depth, 382 

<20 km) and the back-azimuthal repartition shows preferential orientation close to N50°E for 383 

both of these approaches. In comparison with previous studies (Kilb et al. 2012), events down to 384 

relatively low magnitudes for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 (M <3) were used here, as well as relatively high magnitudes 385 

for 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 (M >1.5). However, for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆, most of the events have magnitudes >3, and those that 386 
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are <3 are close enough to provide energy of 30 Hz or more, which allows for very high 387 

frequency 𝜅 estimations. 388 

For magnitudes between 2 and 3, these acceleration and displacement approaches have 389 

both being realized. A comparison of the data obtained with these approaches for two 390 

earthquakes is given in Figure 7. These provide relatively similar value considering the strong 391 

uncertainty associated to each 𝜅𝑟 measurement. The frequency ranges for these approaches are 392 

not the same, as 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 involves higher frequencies than 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆, and the frequency window widths 393 

(∆𝑓) are also slightly higher, in general, for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆. 394 

Figure 8 shows the comparison between the 𝜅0 evaluations for these acceleration and 395 

displacement approaches, and provides a summary of the main features of the results. Here, the 396 

recordings at rock sites P1 and P2 are processed together to provide the maximum events to 397 

estimate the statistics for each approach, and to derive a regional 𝑚𝜅 from both sites (Anderson 398 

and Humphrey 1991; Ktenidou et al. 2013). The first expected result is that the number of usable 399 

events is somewhat lower with the acceleration method than with the displacement method. 400 

Moreover, the event extraction methodology from the national catalogs that is followed here, 401 

imposes a lower limit on the exploitable magnitude range, which penalizes the displacement 402 

method. Indeed, local events of very small magnitude (M <1.5) that are not listed in the catalogs 403 

are not processed, even though they are particularly suitable for this approach. In addition, the 404 

acceleration method benefits from the 10 years of pre-existing triggered instrumentation for site 405 

P2, as only the higher magnitude events were recorded. As shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, the 406 

measurement frequency range (characterize by the distribution of the central frequency 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =407 

1
2⁄ (𝑓1 + 𝑓2)), is definitely higher for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 than for 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆, while the measurement bandwidth 408 

∆𝑓 are also a little higher for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆. The event-to-event variability in the individual 𝜅𝑟 estimates, 409 
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together with the associated uncertainties, are higher for the displacement approach, especially at 410 

large epicentral distances. This also leads to larger uncertainties in the estimation of 𝜅0 and 𝑚𝜅 411 

for the displacement approach. 412 

The discrepancy between 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 increase with increasing 𝑅𝑒 (Figure 8) due to 413 

the much lower 𝑚𝜅 slope for the acceleration approach (𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆 > 3 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆). This large difference 414 

might explain why compared to 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆, 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆 is lower, whereas 𝜅0𝐷𝑆<30 𝑘𝑚 estimated from the 415 

nearest events is greater than 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆<30 𝑘𝑚. However, the dependence of 𝜅𝑟 on 𝑅𝑒 is discussed 416 

later in terms of the 𝑄 values obtained in previous studies in this region. Nevertheless, the 𝜅0 are 417 

very similar for both approaches, as close to 30 ms on average for the hard rock of the studied 418 

site. This is relatively high for sites with 𝑉𝑆30 ≈ 2000 m/s, in comparison with those commonly 419 

proposed in the literature based on 𝑉𝑆30/𝜅0 correlations (Ktenidou et al. 2014, 2015), although it 420 

still remains within the (large) uncertainties associated to such correlations. This is consistent 421 

with the 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 = 26 ms obtained by Douglas et al. (2010) for the Alps. However, the study of 422 

Douglas et al. (2010) is not fully comparable with the observations of the present study, as they 423 

used mean 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 from many rock sites under different site conditions, which are not likely to 424 

have been all as hard as the present site. 425 

 426 

Analysis of the sensitivity and robustness of 𝜿 to various parameters 427 

 428 

Measurement uncertainty ∆𝜿𝒓 429 

The data obtained from the acceleration and displacement approaches provide the opportunity to 430 

determine the sensitivity of the individual 𝜅𝑟 estimation uncertainties (∆𝜅𝑟) to various parameters 431 

where individual 𝜅𝑟 values are computed, such as the local magnitude (𝑀𝐿), the epicentral 432 
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distance (𝑅𝑒), and the frequency window mean (𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) and width (𝛥𝑓). As explained above 433 

(Figure 5), this uncertainty corresponds to the variability of the spectral regression slope over all 434 

the considered frequency intervals (∆𝜅𝑟 = 𝜅𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
− 𝜅𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛

). 435 

Figure 9 shows ∆𝜅𝑟 as a function of 𝑀𝐿, 𝑅𝑒, 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛, and 𝛥𝑓 for the acceleration and 436 

displacement approaches. While some trends can be seen between ∆𝜅𝑟 and mainly 𝑀𝐿, 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛, 437 

and 𝛥𝑓, the general trend differs greatly when considering ∆𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and ∆𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆. Moreover, a strong 438 

trade-off is suspected between 𝑀𝐿 or 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 and 𝛥𝑓. Indeed, when the magnitude is high, then 𝑓𝑐 439 

is low and the SNR is often good up to high frequencies, which provides a wide frequency range 440 

to measure 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆, and then a high 𝛥𝑓. In contrast, low 𝑓𝑐 values constrain the evaluation of 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 441 

to the low frequency range, which restricts the measurement bandwidth 𝛥𝑓. In the same way, an 442 

increase in 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 for the acceleration approach indicates generally decreased 𝛥𝑓, while this is the 443 

opposite with 𝜅𝐷𝑆. These differences between the two approaches for the 𝛥𝑓 trade-off with 𝑀𝐿 444 

and 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 appear to explain the differences in the behaviors of these parameters with ∆𝜅𝑟, 445 

whereby it is finally 𝛥𝑓 that primarily controls of the uncertainty on 𝜅𝑟. However, the apparent 446 

dependence of ∆𝜅𝑟 on 𝛥𝑓 is probably increased by the choice of a constant width (±2 Hz) for the 447 

investigated frequency band, which impacts more on a short window than a long one. 448 

Nevertheless, the minimum width of 10 Hz reduces this bias. After removing the parts due to the 449 

trade-off between 𝛥𝑓 and the 𝑀𝐿 and 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 trends, the data (not shown) are convincing in terms 450 

that the dependence of the 𝜅𝑟 uncertainty on 𝑀𝐿, Re, and 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is negligible, as this can be almost 451 

totally explained by 𝛥𝑓: ∆𝜅𝑟 actually exhibits exponential decay with increasing 𝛥𝑓. This 452 

sensitivity to 𝛥𝑓 is likely to be associated to several physical factors (site amplification, 453 

frequency-dependent attenuation, and source effects on 𝜅𝑟). These are discussed in the next 454 

sections. 455 
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 456 

Frequency-dependence of the attenuation 457 

As indicated in the Introduction, 𝜅 is assumed to be related to the frequency-independent 458 

component of 𝑄, thus ignoring the scattering component of the attenuation. When considering 459 

propagation in the crust only, Equation (5) can be simplified into (Hough et al. 1988; Ktenidou et 460 

al. 2015): 461 

 462 

 𝑄𝑖 =
1

𝑉𝑆 𝑚𝜅
 (8), 

 463 

where 𝑄𝑖 describes the intrinsic crustal attenuation only, and 𝑉𝑆 is the mean shear-wave velocity 464 

in the crust. To avoid making any assumption in Equation (8), this 𝑄 estimate from the 𝑚𝜅 values 465 

is referred to as 𝑄𝜅. Figure 8 includes comparisons between 𝑄𝜅 and 𝑄 from previous studies in 466 

the Alps. For this, a shear-wave velocity of 𝑉𝑆 = 3500 m/s was assumed, which is a standard 467 

value for the crust. The 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆 value of Douglas et al. (2010) is also translated into the 𝑄𝜅 value, 468 

and compared with the other values of 𝑄 at high frequencies. Mayor et al. (2016) estimated a 469 

value of 𝑄𝑐 from the coda of between 16 Hz and 32 Hz, while Eva et al. (1991) proposed a 𝑄𝑐  470 

value between 2 Hz and 16 Hz. Thouvenot (1983) proposed a 𝑄𝑃(𝑓) model from P waves 471 

recorded during a few active, deep sounding experiments, and in a different way, Drouet et al. 472 

(2010) also established a 𝑄𝑆(𝑓) model from a generalized inversion technique scheme on the S 473 

wave phase of earthquake recordings. Here, values at high (16-32 Hz) and low (2-16 Hz) 474 

frequencies are calculated from these two 𝑄(𝑓) models. The high-frequency 𝑄 deduced from 475 

these models are compared to the 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆 evaluations, while the low-frequency 𝑄 are compared to 476 

those deduced from the present 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆 value. 477 
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The values from previous studies show large scatter, which is not surprising, as they were 478 

evaluated from different techniques in different phases of the signal (i.e., P waves, S waves, coda 479 

waves) and for different locations in the Alps. Moreover, 𝑄𝑐 is primarily controlled by the 480 

absorption (𝑄𝑖) (Aki and Chouet 1975), while 𝑄𝑃 and 𝑄𝑆 provide access to the full attenuation 481 

𝑄𝑒𝑓 that also includes the scattering (Campbell 2009). In Figure 8, the 𝑄𝑃 estimates present 482 

higher values, especially at low frequencies, while 𝑄𝑆 and 𝑄𝑐 estimates are comparable. The 483 

evaluation of 𝑄 at lower frequencies from 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆 is in good agreement with previous studies, as it 484 

is within most of the variability ranges. At high frequencies, the very small 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆 values lead to 485 

𝑄 values much larger than those reported in the literature. This inconsistency with previous 486 

studies can be explained again by the large differences between each approach. Even considering 487 

Douglas et al. (2010), who followed the same 𝜅𝐴𝑆 procedure, this is not fully comparable, as they 488 

used many stations from many locations in the Alps to determine 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆. 489 

Limited impact on the uncertainty is expected for the source and path components, as all 490 

of the events were crustal low-to-moderate magnitude earthquakes that are mainly from the same 491 

narrow azimuthal range (Figure 6). Nevertheless, a strong three-fold discrepancy appears 492 

between 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆 and 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆 (Figure 8). A possible explanation for this is that 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆 refers to a 493 

higher frequency range than 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆. This difference in the frequency range in which 𝑚𝜅 is 494 

measured might explain the discrepancy between the slopes obtained from each of these methods, 495 

as 𝑄 is widely accepted to increase as the frequency increases. However, the difference between 496 

the previous estimates of high and low frequency 𝑄 is significantly lower than the difference 497 

inferred here from the 𝑚𝜅 data. Thus, the frequency dependence of Q might partly explain the 498 

discrepancy observed between 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆 and 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆, but probably not all. 499 

 500 
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Site amplification dependence of 𝜿 501 

According to most studies, 𝜅0 is linked to the S-wave attenuation due to the geological structures 502 

beneath the site. In GMPEs or host-to-target adjustment techniques, 𝜅0 reflects only the 503 

attenuation, while the amplification is generally taken into account mainly through 𝑉𝑆30. 504 

However, attenuation and amplification are impacting the same frequency range and are difficult 505 

to separate in practice. 𝜅0 measurements without due consideration to site amplification may thus 506 

be significantly biased in an unpredictable way: Sedimentary basins generally exhibit large 507 

amplifications that are strongly frequency dependent over a wide frequency range (Figure 4), 508 

while the presence of a weathered zone on rock sites can also produce high frequency 509 

amplification. These site effects modify the FAS shapes and can thus bias the 𝜅𝑟 evaluation. The 510 

site amplification is expected to modify 𝜅0 mainly and 𝑚𝜅 only slightly, as every 𝜅𝑟 are biased 511 

approximately in the same manner, as long as they are evaluated for a similar frequency range. 512 

Various studies have made the assumption that reliable evaluation of 𝜅𝑟 is possible, as long as the 513 

analysis frequency windows are chosen out of the fundamental resonance frequency range of the 514 

site (𝑓0) and in a sufficiently wide frequency range (Hough et al. 1999; Parolai and Bindi 2004; 515 

Ktenidou et al. 2013). However, this assumption is doubtful when the site amplification is 516 

complex (2D, 3D) and/or broadband, and it is difficult to respect this in a low-to-moderate 517 

seismicity context, where the spectral windows used to evaluate 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 are generally narrower 518 

compared to those available in higher seismicity areas. For instance, sites P3 and P4 show a 519 

broadband amplifications (Figure 4) that might have different impacts on 𝜅𝑟 due to the difference 520 

in the spectral shape, even if these sites are located near to each other in the same valley. Another 521 

approach consists of evaluation of 𝜅𝑟 from recordings that have been initially deconvolved 522 

(corrected) from the site transfer function. Recently, taking into account only the amplification, 523 
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deconvolution by the theoretical 1D transfer function was tested, but did not provide convincing 524 

results (Van Houtte et al. 2011; Ktenidou et al. 2013). The main difficulties of such an approach 525 

are the availability of a well-known velocity profile for theoretical computation, the validity of 526 

the 1D approximation, and the potential introduction of some uncertainty associates to the 527 

transfer function on 𝜅. In contrast, when using empirical approaches (e.g., SSR, generalized 528 

inversion technique), the difficulty is to separate the amplification and the attenuation. 529 

Figure 10 is designed to show the correction function that is needed to correct the FAS 530 

before computing 𝜅𝑟 values, to account for site effects. For sites P2 and P3, these correction 531 

functions are given using the inverse of the relative site transfer functions estimated from the SSR 532 

approach at the sites, with site P1 taken as reference (Figure 10, black curves). For site P1, the 533 

correction function is the inverse of the theoretical transfer function that is computed from the 1D 534 

reflectivity model (Kennett 1974) (Figure 10, gray curve), based on the in-situ velocity profile 535 

available at this site. To understand how the site response influences the 𝜅𝑟 evaluation, the linear 536 

trends of the correction function are shown in Figure 10. The slopes of these trends quantify the 537 

‘corrections’ that will modify the 𝜅𝑟 evaluations, which are denoted as 𝜅𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟_𝐷𝑆. The 538 

slopes are computed on the site correction functions for the frequency windows defined by the 539 

mean of 𝛥𝑓 and 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 used for the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 determinations (Figure 10, blue, green solid 540 

lines, respectively). The mean of 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 ± standard deviation (𝜎) are also given, to infer the 541 

frequency dependence induced on 𝜅𝑟 by the site effects (Figure 10, blue, green dashed lines). 542 

From the correction inferred from the theoretical site amplification for site P1, it can be 543 

seen that due to the shallow weathered zone, the velocity gradient within the first meters in depth 544 

also induces amplification that can bias the measures of 𝜅 (+5 to +8 ms), even if this is a hard-545 

rock site. Site P2 is also a hard-rock site, and it is very similar to site P1, and thus small 𝜅 546 
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differences are expected between these two sites. The SSR transfer function between sites P2 and 547 

P1 shows two main linear trends with different bias for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 (+4 to +8 ms) and 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 (+12 to 548 

+18 ms), but do not increase the frequency variability by much. For the soil site P3, the strong 549 

relative amplification below 15 Hz induces very variable and important modifications to 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 550 

that depend on the frequency window (+39 to -37 ms). At higher frequencies, the transfer 551 

function is flatter, which leads to 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 evaluations that are less dependent on the site responses.  552 

The real influence of the site amplification on 𝜅 is shown in Figure 11, through a 553 

comparison between sites P1, P2, and P3. To understand how the site effects interact with 𝜅, 𝜅𝑟 554 

evaluations that are made from the FAS deconvolved by the theoretical (for site P1) and 555 

empirical (for sites P2, P3) site transfer functions are also shown in Figure 11. It should be noted 556 

here that the whole processing procedure, which included the frequency bound (𝑓1𝑖𝑛𝑖, 𝑓2𝑖𝑛𝑖) 557 

picking, was performed after the deconvolution. This is important, because the site amplification 558 

can also change the apparent linearity of the FAS and lead operators to select mistaken frequency 559 

bounds for 𝜅𝑟 evaluation. In Figure 11, the 𝜅𝐴𝑆 results are given on the left, with the 𝜅𝐷𝑆 results 560 

on the right. For each panel in Figure 11, the individual 𝜅𝑟 measurements are represented 561 

according to the epicentral distance, where the diameters of the symbols are proportional to the 562 

magnitudes, and their color indicates the back-azimuth of the corresponding event. 563 

First, for the 𝜅𝐴𝑆 method, the results at the two rock sites (sites P1, P2) show similarities 564 

in terms of both 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 and 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆, as the discrepancy is within the variability of the 565 

measurements. This is consistent with the spatial and geological proximity of these two sites. 566 

However, we observed some significant differences for a few of the individual 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 evaluations 567 

between these two sites. Indeed, modification of the FAS by the site effect can lead to higher 568 

frequency evaluations for site P2 than site P1, due to the slope change in the SSR at around 17 Hz 569 
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(Figure 10). The displacement method shows greater discrepancy between these two sites. The 570 

slope 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆 for site P1 is almost twice that of site P2, and the site component 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆 is a little 571 

lower for site P1 than site P2, although this difference can be easily explained by the differences 572 

in the slope. Indeed, the slope-independent 𝜅0𝐷𝑆<30 𝑘𝑚 is similar for sites P1 and P2. Moreover, 573 

as expected, 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆<30 𝑘𝑚 is higher at site P1 than site P2, contrary to 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆. Differences in the 574 

slopes between sites P1 and P2 cannot be explained physically, as the regional attenuation must 575 

be the same for all of the sites and is expected to be proportional to the regional 𝑄𝑖 (Ktenidou et 576 

al. 2015). This can be attributed to the large scatter on the individual 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆, to the lack of 577 

measured points at short epicentral distances for site P1 to constrain the slope, and to the 578 

differences in the input dataset. At stiff-soil site P3, 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 is very similar to the values obtained 579 

for the rock sites. At first glance, a higher value of 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 might be expected for this stiff-soil of 580 

site P3, as such sites are classically more attenuating than rock sites. However, the influence on 581 

𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 of the shallow stiff-soil basin might be limited, as this parameter is assumed to infer 582 

attenuation down to deep geological structures (Ktenidou et al. 2015). 583 

The influence of site transfer function deconvolution on 𝜅0 might be roughly predicted by 584 

the 𝜅𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟_𝐷𝑆 obtained from the slopes of the site correction function (Figure 10). 585 

Deconvolution of the hard-rock sites P1 and P2 provides 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆 results that are close to 586 

those predicted by the site correction function given in Figure 10. As predicted, the deconvolved 587 

𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 are only slightly changed, as they are within the variability band of the raw estimation. For 588 

site P3, the 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 modification (-1 ms) does not agree well with the prediction (-6 ms). Moreover, 589 

the scatter in 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 is slightly reduced, and the number of individual 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 available 590 

increases after the deconvolution. These observations suggest that the site effects disturb the 591 

linearity of the spectrum decay for site P3, which led the operator to remove some events or to 592 
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improperly select the initial frequency bound for other events. At sites P2 and P3, the 593 

deconvolution was computed from the SSR transfer function relative to site P1. This correction 594 

should provide 𝜅results at the site that are very close to those obtained at the reference site, as 595 

the site is thus placed according to both the amplification and attenuation conditions of the 596 

reference. Then, strong similarities are expected between the deconvolved sites P2 and P3, and 597 

site P1. This convergence toward site P1 is not realized in Figure 11, especially for 𝜅𝐷𝑆. These 598 

observations probably do not agree because of differences in the datasets used for the different 599 

sites, and of the introduction of uncertainties by the SSR deconvolution. We do not expect such 600 

differences to be due to differences in the deep structure, as suggested by Ktenidou et al. (2015), 601 

as the deep structure (i.e., beyond, at most, 100 m in depth) should be the same for all sites. The 602 

impact of site and of crustal amplification on 𝜅0 is estimated through deconvolution of the 1D 603 

theoretical transfer function at site P1, similar to what was done by Van Houtte et al. (2011) and 604 

Ktenidou et al. (2013). Figure 11 shows that 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆 increased notably after the 605 

deconvolution, mainly due to the site amplification rather than to the crustal amplification, as the 606 

transfer function is widely control by the former. Thus, the site amplification cannot be neglected, 607 

even for hard-rock sites. 608 

To conclude this section, it can be seen that the site-effect influence can be high and 609 

variable, depending on the frequency band. Moreover, in agreement with recent studies (Van 610 

Houtte et al. 2014; Edwards et al. 2015; Laurendeau et al., 2017), the site amplification can 611 

explain a part of the observed 𝜅 variability, as it is frequency dependent and each individual 𝜅𝑟 is 612 

measured for different frequency windows. Thus, 𝜅should be considered carefully, as a site 613 

amplification component cannot be excluded even for rock sites, especially for low-seismicity 614 

context when 𝜅𝑟 are estimated from limited spectral windows. 615 
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 616 

Source dependence of 𝜿 617 

The assumption of a negligible source contribution for 𝜅 relies on the validity of the 𝜔−2 source 618 

model (Brune 1970). Any variation from this model or any bad consideration of the 𝑓𝐶  criteria 619 

can impact upon the measurement of 𝜅. To evaluate the validity of this assumption, the two 620 

recorded seismic sequences of Jausiers are considered. The Jausiers cluster of points is shown in 621 

Figure 6 and Figure 8 close to the 120-km epicentral distance and at approximately the N50°E 622 

azimuth. All of the events are co-located, so the records share at least the same site and path 623 

components. 624 

Figure 12 shows the linear trend for the clusters between the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 individual values 625 

estimated at sites P1 (black filled circles) and P2 (gray filled circles), and the local magnitudes. 626 

The associated coefficient of determination (𝑅2) is also shown. Although there are not enough 627 

data points to form any conclusions here, in Figure 8 and Figure 12, higher magnitudes appear 628 

to correspond to higher 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆. For 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆, this trend cannot be seen in Figure 8 and is not 629 

represented in Figure 12, due to the too narrower range of the magnitudes that is available with 630 

the displacement method. An initial possible explanation is that 𝜅 is dependent on the magnitude, 631 

in agreement with some previous studies that have argued for its source dependence 632 

(Papageorgiou and Aki 1983; Aki 1987; Papageorgiou 1988, 2003; Gariel and Campillo 1989; 633 

Wen and Chen 2012). A second explanation is that the decrease in 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 is due to the shortening 634 

of 𝛥𝑓 for decreasing magnitudes (Figure 12), which makes its measurement less robust, as 635 

observed through the increase in ∆𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 for decreasing 𝛥𝑓 (Figure 9). Indeed, the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 estimate 636 

at low magnitudes can be more sensitive to the bad consideration of the 𝑓𝑐 criterion. Indeed, 637 

because of the source spectrum shape in acceleration that increases up to 𝑓𝐶  and is then flat, if 𝑓1 638 
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is taken below 𝑓𝐶 , this would result in an underestimation of 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 (Boore and Campbell 2017, 639 

Ktenidou et al. 2017). Moreover, it should be noted that the source model is not bilinear, but have 640 

a smooth transition around 𝑓𝐶  that is described by the gamma parameter. This means that 𝑓1 641 

should be taken a few Hertz above 𝑓𝐶  to avoid any influence of the sloped part of the source 642 

spectrum. However, in practice, the limited bandwidth that is available to measure 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 provides 643 

such a precaution, especially for low magnitude events. In addition, 𝑓𝑐 is difficult to determine 644 

due to site effects that modify the spectrum, and then potentially hide the correct value. For the 645 

displacement approach, if 𝑓2 exceeds 𝑓𝐶 , this should result in an increase in 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆. The stress drop 646 

of small magnitude events is very uncertain, which makes this latter approach very sensitive to 647 

𝑓𝐶 . This phenomenological difference between the two approaches might explain, at least in part, 648 

why 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 generally exceeds 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 (Ktenidou et al. 2017). 649 

However, the possible influence of the frequency windows for 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 is not clear in 650 

Figure 12. It appears that lower 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 and narrower 𝛥𝑓 correspond to lower 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆, although the 651 

correlations are not very good, especially for 𝛥𝑓. The linear regression shows low correlation 652 

between 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 and 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 (𝑅2 = 0.27), while no correlation is seen for 𝛥𝑓 (𝑅2 = 0.04). The 653 

investigation of the trade-off between 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 and 𝛥𝑓 with the magnitude is given on the right in 654 

Figure 12. The correlation between the magnitude and 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is not clear (𝑅2 = 0.18), while that 655 

with 𝛥𝑓 is evident (𝑅2 = 0.61). This latter parameter is not correlated with 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆, so the possible 656 

bias of the lower magnitudes due to the associated frequency windows appears not to explain 657 

very well the apparent magnitude dependence of 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆. Only a limited part of the influence of the 658 

trade-off between the magnitude and the frequency range where 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 is evaluated can be 659 

explained, and this is highly uncertain. 660 
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No influence of the depth was found, as this parameter was only slightly variable between 661 

the events, and because this information was extracted from the national bulletin, and was thus 662 

affected by relatively large uncertainty. Moreover, this result is in agreement with Edwards et al. 663 

(2011), who showed that the linear trend between attenuation and distance indicates limited depth 664 

dependence for 𝜅𝑟. 665 

To conclude this section, among the different explored source parameters, the best 666 

correlation with 𝜅𝑟 appears to be for the magnitude, and this appears to be explained by the 667 

source dependence, rather than by bias on the lower magnitudes due to the overlap of the 668 

frequency window with 𝑓𝐶 . However, the correlation remains rough, and the uncertainties on 669 

𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and the local magnitude estimations are too large to be conclusive on this point. 670 

 671 

Discussion 672 

 673 

The site component of 𝜅, 𝜅0, is widely used in hazard seismology to constrain the high-frequency 674 

spectral shape in stochastic simulations, in some GMPEs, and for host-to-target adjustment. The 675 

underlying interpretation is that 𝜅0 represents the S-wave attenuation by the geological structure 676 

beneath the site. However, since the physics of 𝜅 are not fully captured, it is important to discuss 677 

to which extent the 𝜅0 estimates may be biased by the limitations of data available in low 678 

seismicity areas, and the associated origins of the large variability observed in 𝜅𝑟 measurements. 679 

These two issues are discussed separately, even though some physical phenomena may affect 680 

simultaneously the bias and scatter of 𝜅𝑟 measurements, before a final discussion on the validity 681 

of the 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approach, as it seems well suited to low-to-moderate seismic areas. 682 

 683 
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Reliability of the 𝜿𝟎 measurements 684 

In GMPEs or host-to-target adjustment, 𝜅0 only reflects the frequency independent attenuation. 685 

However, the underlying physics are still debated. As mentioned before, the site amplification, 686 

the frequency dependence of attenuation, and the eathquake source might bias 𝜅0 estimates by 687 

systematically moving up or down individual 𝜅𝑟 measurements. 688 

The effects of the site amplification have been reported in several instrumental and 689 

simulation studies. Ktenidou and Abrahamson (2016) observed negative apparent 𝜅0 on many 690 

hard-rock sites, which they attributed to biasing effects of site amplification. It has been often 691 

considered that 𝜅𝑟 may be reliably estimated when the frequency interval over which the spectral 692 

decay is measured is broad enough and does not include the fundamental resonance frequency of 693 

the site (𝑓0) (Hough et al. 1999; Parolai and Bindi 2004; Ktenidou et al. 2013). This assumption 694 

was supported by simple 1D simulations (Parolai and Bind, 2004) and is easy to implement in 695 

practice as 𝑓0 can be easily determined through the horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio approach 696 

computed either from microtremors (e.g., Nakamura 1989; Kudo 1995) or from earthquake 697 

recordings (e.g., Lermo and Chávez-García 1993). As mentioned earlier, there are many cases 698 

however where complex, broadband site effects hamper 𝜅0 measurements. We show that even for 699 

hard rock sites, high frequency amplification systematically biases 𝜅𝑟 in a similar manner for a 700 

given approach (Figure 10), resulting in a significant impact on the accuracy of 𝜅0 (by about 25-701 

30%), with only weak changes for the regression slope with epicentral distance 𝑚𝜅 (Figure 11). 702 

For soil sites, the site amplification influence is large, and almost impossible to correct, when 𝑓0 703 

is included in the analysis frequency windows for both 𝜅0 and 𝑚𝜅 (𝜅𝐷𝑆 at site P3, in Figures 10 704 

and 11), and it is prejudicial otherwise (𝜅𝐴𝑆 at site P3, in Figures 10 and 11). 705 
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In a similar way, the frequency dependence of the attenuation may impact the value of 𝜅0 706 

at least through the measurement frequency interval. Boore and Campbell (2017) provided an 707 

illustrative example of the large variability of 𝜅0 obtained for the same site (Pinyon Flat 708 

Observatory, Calfifornia) with different approaches. The frequency-independence assumption 709 

was formulated during the introduction of 𝜅 by Anderson and Hough (1984) and later by Hough 710 

and Anderson (1998), with reference to several previous studies (Warren 1972; Rovelli 1982; 711 

Anderson 1986). Anderson et al. (1996) also reported a negligible influence of 𝑄𝑠𝑐 from 712 

numerical simulation for velocity and 𝑄 profiles with pluri-hectometer thick layers. However, the 713 

frequency dependence of 𝑄𝑠𝑐 and even sometime of 𝑄𝑖 was actually shown by various studies 714 

(e.g., Aki and Chouet 1975; Calvet et al. 2013; Mayor et al. 2016). When introducing their model 715 

(Eq. (5)), Hough and Anderson (1998) already indicated that even a slight frequency dependence 716 

of 𝑄𝑒𝑓 will yield a smaller value of 𝜅. Edwards et al. (2015) also recently supported the 717 

frequency-dependence interpretation through a comparison of 𝜅 results from different approaches 718 

involving different frequency bands. They also observed that the high-frequency spectral decay 719 

was generally not well explained by the linear 𝜅𝑟 attenuation model (Eq. (1)), but rather by a 720 

curved or bi-linear model. Parolai et al. (2015) showed a nonnegligible role of scattering 721 

attenuation from numerical simulations, especially for small levels of intrinsic attenuation . They 722 

proposed a nonlinear model for the high frequency decay due to the introduction of scattering 723 

when the FAS are determined from several-second-width time windows in the S waves. Ktenidou 724 

et al. (2015) attributed the discrepancy between borehole and surface 𝜅0 measurements to the 725 

scattering, which was recently confirmed by Pilz and Fäh (2017) showing that the scattering 726 

contribution to 𝜅0 should not be neglected. In the present study, we observe a strong three-fold 727 

discrepancy between 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆 and 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆 (Figure 8) that might be explained at least partly by the 728 
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difference in the frequency range between each definition of 𝜅. The impact of the frequency 729 

dependence is more difficult to assess on 𝜅0, but as the attenuation decreases with increasing 730 

frequency, it might reduce 𝜅0, as predicted by Hough and Anderson (1998). Moreover, when 731 

approximating the distance-dependence model through the linear assumption, any variation in 𝑚𝜅 732 

will result in a variation in 𝜅0. It is thus essential to compare the 𝜅0 values with the average of 𝜅𝑟 733 

values for the closest events (e.g., 𝜅0<30 𝑘𝑚). 734 

Finally, various studies have argued for source dependence of 𝜅 since it was first defined 735 

(Papageorgiou and Aki 1983; Aki 1987; Papageorgiou 1988, 2003; Gariel and Campillo 1989; 736 

Wen and Chen 2012). While the site interpretation is at present commonly accepted for the 737 

distance independent part of 𝜅, source-induced biases, due to deviations from the 𝜔−2 model or 738 

misapplication of the 𝑓𝐶  criteria are possible. Seismic clusters are particularly suitable to study 739 

the source dependence, as 𝜅𝑟 measurements of these events only differ by their source 740 

component. In the present study, 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 values from the Jausiers cluster show a trend for 741 

decreasing with decreasing magnitudes. No conclusive interpretation is however possible for the 742 

role of the source on 𝜅, due to the scarcity of the data. 743 

To sum up, the accuracy of 𝜅0 in low-to-moderate seismicity areas appears to be primarily 744 

controlled by the site amplification, especially for soil sites, and secondly by the approximation 745 

made with the frequency and source independence assumption. One must note however that the 746 

last two effects on 𝜅0 are difficult to quantify, and might be stronger than expected. Nevertheless, 747 

in this study we found a robust 𝜅0 estimate of 30 ms with both 𝜅𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝐷𝑆 for the hard-rock sites 748 

that is consistent with the high attenuation indicated for the Provence region (Mayor et al. 2016) 749 

and with the 𝜅0 obtained by Douglas et al. (2010) for rock sites in the Alps. Moreover, even if 750 

this high 𝜅0 is in the upper part of the very scattered 𝜅0/𝑉𝑆30 correlation, this is in agreement with 751 
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recent studies that indicate higher 𝜅0 values for hard-rock sites than was initially suggested 752 

(Ktenidou et al. 2015, Ktenidou and Abrahamson 2016, Boore and Campbell 2017, Laurendeau 753 

et al., 2017). 754 

 755 

Variability of 𝜿𝒓 measurements 756 

Most studies reporting 𝜅 measurements indicate strong scatter when the 𝜅𝑟 values are represented 757 

according to the epicentral distance and sometimes an important variability in individual 758 

evaluation of 𝜅𝑟 themselves. Both the frequency dependence of the attenuation itself and that 759 

introduced by the site amplification can increase the frequency dependence of 𝜅𝑟. This can 760 

explain a part of the variability between 𝜅𝑟 values, as they are evaluated over a variable 761 

frequency window. Edwards et al. (2015) showed that site amplification can have a strong 762 

influence on 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆, which depends on the frequency window considered, even for a hard-rock 763 

site. Van Houtte et al. (2014) observed an important variability of 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 with the component 764 

orientation, and they attributed this to site effects. In the present study, we observe that when 𝑓0 is 765 

included in the analysis frequency range, the site amplification increases the frequency 766 

dependence of 𝜅𝑟 greatly (𝜅𝐷𝑆 at site P3 Figure 10), and only slightly increases the scatter 767 

between the 𝜅𝑟 values (𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 at site P3 in Figure 11). In the same way, the implicit 768 

approximation of a lateral homogeneity for the regional 𝑄𝑒𝑓 included in the distance-dependence 769 

model (Eq. (3)) is certainly not exact. However, no obvious influence of the back-azimuth of the 770 

source is observed on 𝜅𝑟 here (Figures 8 and 11), although it is not easy to separate it from the 771 

distance dependence. In the present study, we also evaluate the individual uncertainty of each 𝜅𝑟 772 

(∆𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆) through the variability of the spectral decay slope over varying frequency intervals.  773 
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∆𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 is found to be primarily controlled by the width of this frequency interval (𝛥𝑓). Small-774 

scale variations in the FAS are thus very likely to perturb 𝜅𝑟 measurements for short 𝛥𝑓. 775 

The effects of the source can be important, as highlighted through the high 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 scatter 776 

that was sometimes observed between events that belonged to the same cluster (Kilb et al. 2012; 777 

Ktenidou et al. 2013). Kilb et al. (2012) attributed this to the variability of the near-source 778 

properties and the 𝑓𝑐 values. In the present case, the former interpretation cannot be supported, as 779 

the magnitudes are small and the clusters are far enough apart to avoid near-field effects. For a 780 

subset of the Jausiers cluster events used in Figure 12, Figure 13 shows the influence of using 781 

variable (Figure 13, top) or constant (Figure 13, bottom) frequency windows over which 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 782 

are evaluated. Using a constant frequency window for every event of this cluster, where the back-783 

azimuth varies by less than 8° and the epicentral distance by less than 5%, should greatly reduce 784 

the scatter in the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 values, as almost no difference is expected between the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 values for 785 

the site, the path, and the frequency dependence. Surprisingly, even if no clear correlation can be 786 

found between 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and the magnitude, the strong scatter on the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 values (30-60 ms) 787 

observed indifferently with variable or constant frequency windows, appears to be an 788 

unambiguous link to the source for this hard-rock site. The constant frequency window that can 789 

be used for every 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 is relatively narrow (𝛥𝑓 = 10 Hz), which led to an increase in ∆𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 790 

compared to that obtained with wider and more variable windows. However, the influence of 𝛥𝑓 791 

might not be preponderant here, and cannot explain the strong scatter observed between the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 792 

values. Moreover, this is more likely to be due to variable deviations from the 𝜔−2 model than to 793 

be linked to incorrect consideration of the 𝑓𝐶  criteria. This means that the dominance of the 794 

source on the variability between 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 values is probably not specific to this study, nor to low 795 

seismicity areas. 796 
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 797 

The 𝜿𝑫𝑺 approach 798 

As discussed above, the evaluation of 𝜅 is variable and sometimes unreliable. This is particularly 799 

true when various approaches are used to measure 𝜅, and in low-seismicity areas where 𝜅𝑟 are 800 

evaluated over narrower and more variable frequency windows. Nevertheless, in such a context, 801 

all possible approaches have to be tested to improve the current practice, which consists of the 802 

deduction of 𝜅0 from the very uncertain 𝜅0/𝑉𝑆30 correlation (Kottke 2017). The Biasi and Smith 803 

(2001) approach is very promising, as it is adapted to low magnitude events that are generally the 804 

only events that can be recorded in low-seismicity areas over a reasonably short period of time. 805 

Moreover, the flatness of the displacement source spectrum below 𝑓𝐶  is better understood than 806 

the 𝜔−2 fall-off above 𝑓𝐶 . This will lead to a potentially stronger influence of the source for 𝜅𝐴𝑆 807 

than for 𝜅𝐷𝑆. However, this presumed stronger robustness of 𝜅𝐷𝑆 with respect to source spectral 808 

shape has not been observed in our results : 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 and 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 exhibit a comparable scatter (Figures 809 

8 and 11). Actually, 𝜅𝐷𝑆 is likely to be more sensitive to the site amplification than 𝜅𝐴𝑆 for soil 810 

sites, as it is evaluated in the frequency range of 3 Hz to 15 Hz which definitely overlaps with site 811 

resonance frequencies. For rock sites, the amplification is lower and is often at higher frequencies 812 

due to the very superficial velocity contrast that is generally induced by the weathered zone. 813 

Moreover, the crustal amplification correction realized from the generic hard-rock profile has 814 

value basically for the 𝜅𝐷𝑆 frequency range. Instead, at higher frequencies, the small-scale 815 

information of the velocity profile is generally unknown, which prevents the correction of the site 816 

amplification for 𝜅𝐴𝑆 (Ktenidou and Abrahamson 2016). 817 

The use of velocimeters is strongly recommended for 𝜅𝐷𝑆 because the accelerometers 818 

present a much lower sensitivity at low frequencies (<10 Hz; Figure 3). In the present study, we 819 
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used seismicity catalogs that did not include events for magnitudes below ~1.5. These events are 820 

the most suitable for the 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approach as they allowed very high 𝑓𝑐 (15 to 50 Hz, depending on 821 

the stress-drop). Thus the 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approach can be improved by detection and use of very small and 822 

generally local earthquakes from continuous recordings realized at the study site (although this 823 

was not done here), especially if the local level of noise perturbation is low. Evaluation of the 824 

magnitude and epicentral distance, which are traditionally given by the catalogs, can be difficult, 825 

but it is not fully required for 𝜅𝑟 measurement. Indeed, these parameters can be easy avoided by 826 

considering a constant 𝑓𝑐 equal to that for the earthquake with the lowest magnitude in the 827 

catalogs, and by neglecting the distance-dependence term for these local events, or inferring it 828 

through the approximation that 𝑅𝑒 is proportional to the travel-time difference 𝑇𝑆 − 𝑇𝑃 measure 829 

for each record. 830 

The 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approach has been rarely tested. Previous studies have shown generally higher 𝜅𝑟 831 

and 𝜅0 with the displacement approach than for the acceleration approach, even though both 832 

methods are applied to the same records (Kilb et al. 2012; Ktenidou et al. 2017). Kilb et al. 833 

(2012) did not observe this tendency for every site, while Ktenidou et al. (2017) found a clear and 834 

strong discrepancy from very limited bandwidth data recorded in a low seismicity area. Both 835 

studies attributed this to the effects of the smooth transition zone around 𝑓𝐶  that is strongly 836 

suspected to systematically reduce 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and increase 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆. Ktenidou et al. (2017) showed that 837 

measuring 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 below 𝑓𝐶 2⁄  (and symmetrically 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 above 2𝑓𝐶) greatly reduces this bias. Its 838 

influence might be, however, higher for 𝜅𝐷𝑆, as 𝑓𝐶  is much more uncertain for low-magnitude 839 

events. Here, we found almost the same results for 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆 for the hard-rock sites. In 840 

contrast, the results differed greatly for the soil site, although these differences are very likely to 841 

be a consequence of site amplification. In the same way, a systematic discrepancy is observed 842 
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between the 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆 and 𝑚𝜅_𝐴𝑆 slopes of the distance-dependence linear model, which can be 843 

attributed in part to the frequency dependence of the attenuation. However, there is good 844 

agreement between 𝑚𝜅_𝐷𝑆 and the regional 𝑄 values from the literature. The 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approach thus 845 

appeared to be very well adapted for measurement of 𝜅0 at rock sites. However, further 846 

investigations are required to completely understand what controls the reliability and variability 847 

of the 𝜅𝐷𝑆 measurement. 848 

 849 

Conclusions 850 

 851 

The 𝜅 parameter is one of the most used and least understood parameters in hazard seismology. 852 

This is a ‘clue parameter’ for host-to-target adjustment, for evaluation of the hazard for hard-rock 853 

sites. Site-specific evaluation of 𝜅0 is essential, although it is generally difficult at the target site 854 

in low-to-moderate seismicity areas. This is because the classical approach with acceleration 855 

(Anderson and Hough 1984) requires high magnitude events to ensure low 𝑓𝐶  and good SNR up 856 

to high frequencies. 857 

In the present study, the dataset used is based on continuous recordings at two hard-rock 858 

sites and one stiff-soil site in Provence, France. These were chosen to carry out site-specific 𝜅 859 

determination using the classical Anderson and Hough (1984) approach (𝜅𝐴𝑆) and the approach 860 

proposed by Biasi and Smith (2001) (𝜅𝐷𝑆), which is suitable for low-magnitude events. This 861 

evaluation was possible after only a few years of monitoring due to the use of velocimeters, 862 

which allowed the recording of much higher numbers of quality events, in comparison with the 863 

use of accelerometers. This is particularly true for 𝜅𝐷𝑆, which is measured mainly below 15 Hz, 864 

where accelerometers are less sensitive. 865 
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Measuring reliable 𝜅0 values is not easy, as the physics behind 𝜅 are not clear, and the 866 

uncertainties associated to this parameter remain high. The choice and the application of the 867 

method itself can impact upon the variability of 𝜅. For instance, an important variability is 868 

introduced in terms of the operator subjectivity in the choice of the frequency window used to 869 

determine 𝜅𝑟. To reduce this inter-operator variability, a semi-automatic procedure was 870 

developed here for the frequency window selection that also has the advantage that it provides the 871 

uncertainty associated to each individual 𝜅𝑟. This uncertainty is shown to be mainly dependent on 872 

the width of the frequency window. We observe a systematic shift of every 𝜅𝑟, due to 873 

modifications of the spectrum shape by the site amplification, that results in bias for 𝜅0, even for 874 

rock sites. For some sites, this bias might be strongly frequency dependent and prevent the 875 

correct determination of 𝜅0. This appears to be the case for the stiff-soil site, where a strong two-876 

fold discrepancy is observed between 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅0_𝐷𝑆. Moreover, this frequency-dependent 877 

phenomenon increase both the variability of each individual 𝜅𝑟 estimation, and the scatter 878 

between the 𝜅𝑟 evaluations. The assumption that the attenuation is independent of the frequency 879 

made with the definition of 𝜅 is questionable. The attenuation is widely accepted to be frequency-880 

dependent, at least for its scattering parts. This influence of the scattering on 𝜅 cannot be ruled 881 

out and might influence both 𝜅0 and the slope 𝑚𝜅 of the linear dependence on the epicentral 882 

distance. However, only an effect on 𝑚𝜅 is observed, through a strong and systematic three-fold 883 

discrepancy between both of these approaches. The comparison of records from the same cluster 884 

of events allows the investigation of the relative effects of the source only. We found that the 885 

scatter between the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 evaluations is clearly and strongly dominated by the source spectrum 886 

variability, while the magnitude-dependence of 𝜅 is suspected, but not clearly established. 887 
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In the low-to-moderate seismicity context, the 𝜅 uncertainty issue is strengthened due to 888 

the narrower spectral windows available. Here, there was high impact of the site amplification on 889 

𝜅, that lead us to discourage its evaluation for soil sites. However, for hard-rock sites that are less 890 

affected by site amplification, both of the 𝜅𝐴𝑆 and 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approaches produced consistent results. 891 

The site-specific values of 𝜅0 were around 30 ms (without site amplification correction) for the 892 

hard-rock sites in this study area. This value, which is in the upper part of the 𝜅0–𝑉𝑆30 893 

correlation, is consistent with the high attenuation indicated for the Provence region (Mayor et al. 894 

2016) and with the 𝜅0_𝐴𝑆 obtained by Douglas et al. (2010) for rock sites in the Alps. Moreover, it 895 

is in agreement with recent studies that have shown higher 𝜅0 for hard-rock sites than was 896 

initially suggested (Ktenidou et al. 2015; Ktenidou and Abrahamson; 2016, Boore and Campbell, 897 

2017).  898 

The 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approach is thus a very promising alternative to the classical approach for sites in 899 

a low-to-moderate seismicity context, as this can be carried out using events with smaller 900 

magnitudes. This provides a suitable solution for rapid and easy site-specific evaluation of 𝜅0, 901 

with a potential better accuracy for rock sites than the classical 𝜅𝐴𝑆 approach. In the present 902 

study, we used a seismicity catalog that might not include the smallest magnitude events. Thus, 903 

the 𝜅𝐷𝑆 approach can be improved by detection and use of very small and local earthquakes that 904 

are not provided by seismic bulletins. 905 

 906 

Data and Resources 907 

 908 

The seismograms used in this study were collected using a local network that is operated by the 909 

French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). Earthquake bulletin 910 
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information was provided mainly by the Euro-Med Seismological Centre (http://www.emsc-911 

csem.org/#2). If information was missing for an earthquake, information from the Réseau 912 

National de Surveillance Sismique (http://renass.unistra.fr/), Géoazur (http://sismoazur.oca.eu/), 913 

or the Italian Seismological Instrumental and Parametric Database 914 

(http://iside.rm.ingv.it/iside/standard/index.jsp) was used. 915 
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Table 1: Number of events available according to the site and to the application. 1088 

Site 
Number of events available 

Total For the SSR/P1 For κAS For κDS 

P1 453 - 33 37 

P2 678 371 35 39 

P3 686 350 48 18 

P4 246 205 - - 

 1089 

1090 
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 1091 

Figure 1: Maps of the earthquake epicenters recorded at the studied site (red star), at three 1092 

different scales. 1093 
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 1094 

Figure 2: Geological map of the recording area. Sites P1 and P2 are located on hard rock, while 1095 

sites P3 and P4 are located on stiff soils. At sites P1 and P4, boreholes allowed the recording of 1096 

the velocity profiles with depth (𝑉𝑆, 𝑉𝑃) for the different techniques: the cross-hole, down-hole, 1097 

and P-S suspension logging methods. 1098 
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 1099 

Figure 3: Left and central panels: Comparisons of the percentage of velocimeter (left) and 1100 

accelerometric (middle) recordings that satisfy four ranges of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs; as 1101 

indicated), as a function of the frequency. Both instruments recorded in continuous mode, at the 1102 

same site (P2), and over the same period of time. The S-wave windows from a total of 185 1103 

earthquakes were considered. The right panel shows the ratio between these velocimeter and 1104 

accelerometer recordings that satisfy the same SNR criteria. 1105 
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 1106 

Figure 4: Median and percentile 16% and 84% of the standard spectral ratios estimated from the 1107 

earthquakes recorded at sites P2 (red), P3 (green), and P4 (blue), according to the reference site 1108 

P1, for the horizontal mean (top) and the vertical (bottom) components. The theoretical transfer 1109 

function estimated from the velocity profile at site P1 is given by the black dotted curve for the 1110 

horizontal mean component. 1111 
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 1112 

Figure 5: Example of 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 evaluation for site P2. Top: E-W accelerogram with the 1113 

corresponding windows taken for the noise and S waves. Bottom: Horizontal mean component of 1114 

the Fourier amplitude spectrum density (FASD) for the noise and for the S waves given with the 1115 

procedure of evaluation of 𝜅. The two initial frequencies picked by the operator (𝑓1𝑖𝑛𝑖, 𝑓2𝑖𝑛𝑖) are 1116 

used to define the two frequency windows (vertical gray bands) where the semi-automatic 1117 

procedure is implemented. Between these two bounds, all of the combinations of the slope of 1118 

linear regression are tested (yellow lines) to find the best in terms of the residuals of the 1119 

regression (𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑡; red line) and the minimum and maximum slopes (𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 𝑚𝑎𝑥, 1120 

blue lines). 1121 
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 1122 

Figure 6: Comparisons of the dataset used for the 𝜅𝐴𝑆 method (black filled circles) and the 𝜅𝐷𝑆 1123 

method (gray circles), in terms of the magnitude (𝑀𝐿), depth, and back-azimuth, according to the 1124 

epicentral distance (𝑅𝑒). 1125 
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 1126 

Figure 7: Comparisons of the individual 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 (blue) and 𝜅𝑟_𝐷𝑆 (green) estimations for two 1127 

earthquakes at site P2. The vertical black line on each plot represents the picked corner frequency 1128 

of the source (𝑓𝑐). 1129 
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 1130 

Figure 8: Comparisons between 𝜅𝐴𝑆 (top left, purple) and 𝜅𝐷𝑆 (top right, green) evaluations at 1131 

the rock sites P1 and P2, taken together. Top: 𝜅𝑟 represented with the uncertainties (∆𝜅𝑟) as a 1132 

function of the epicentral distance (𝑅𝑒). The linear regression (thick solid line) gives the slope 1133 

(𝑚𝜅) for the distance-dependence model, with the associated uncertainties (dashed lines) and the 1134 

zero intercept (𝜅0) with its uncertainties (thin solid lines). The 𝜅0<30 𝑘𝑚 approximation as the 1135 

mean of the 𝜅𝑟 for 𝑅𝑒 <30 km is given as well. Bottom: Statistics (generally as means ± one 1136 
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standard deviation) associated to each method: left to right, the number of individual estimations 1137 

of 𝜅𝑟, central values (𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) and widths (𝛥𝑓) of the frequency ranges used to determine 𝜅𝑟, ∆𝜅𝑟, 1138 

𝜅0, and 𝜅0<30 𝑘𝑚 (gray) and finally the 𝑄 values deduced from 𝜅𝑟 and compared with those 1139 

available in the literature for the Alps region. 1140 

1141 
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 1142 

Figure 9: Evaluation of the dependence of the 𝜅𝑟 uncertainty (∆𝜅𝑟) on local magnitude (𝑀𝐿), 1143 

epicentral distance (𝑅𝑒), frequency window mean (𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛), and width (∆𝑓) used to assess 𝜅𝑟, 1144 

shown for the 𝜅𝐴𝑆 (top) and 𝜅𝐷𝑆 (bottom) approaches. For each plot, the linear trend is 1145 

represented with its corresponding determination coefficient (𝑅2). For ∆𝑓, an exponential model 1146 

is preferred to the linear trend. Black and gray circles represent the results for sites P1 and P2, 1147 

respectively. 1148 
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 1149 

Figure 10: Perturbation of 𝜅 induced by site amplification for sites P1 to P3. The spectral 1150 

correction functions are estimated as the inverse of the site transfer functions. At sites P2 and P3, 1151 

the empirical site transfer functions were computed from the standard spectral ratio (SSR; black) 1152 

according to the reference site P1. At site P1, the theoretical site transfer function was computed 1153 

through the 1D reflectivity model approach, based on the in-situ velocity profile. The linear trend 1154 

was computed from the transfer function in the frequency range defined by (fmean, ∆f) and 1155 

(fmean ± 𝜎, ∆f) for 𝜅𝐴𝑆 (purple) and 𝜅𝐷𝑆 (green), where ∆f is the mean width, fmean is the mean, 1156 

and 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the central frequency of the frequency windows used to 1157 

determine 𝜅𝑟. The 𝜅 values deduced from these linear trends are also indicated.  1158 
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 1159 

Figure 11: Estimation of 𝜅𝑟, 𝜅0, 𝜅0<30km, and 𝑚𝜅 (slope) from the 𝜅𝐴𝑆 (left) and 𝜅𝐷𝑆 (right) 1160 

approaches for the two hard-rock sites (P1, P2) and the stiff-soil site (P3). At sites P2 and P3, the 1161 

results are obtained after deconvolution of the recordings by the relative transfer functions 1162 
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estimated by SSR, with site P1 as reference. For site P1, the deconvolution is realized from the 1163 

theoretical 1D reflectivity model site amplification function. 𝜅0 and 𝑚𝜅 are estimated from linear 1164 

regression, where each 𝜅𝑟 is weighted by the inverse of its variability (∆𝜅𝑟). 1165 

1166 
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 1167 

Figure 12: Evaluation of the source dependence of 𝜅 from the correlation between 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 and the 1168 

local magnitude (𝑀𝐿) for earthquakes approximately in the same position (a cluster of events 1169 

located at approximately 120 km epicentral distance, and azimuthal direction N50°E). The 1170 

potential trade-off between 𝑀𝐿 and the frequency windows chosen to measure 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 is illustrated 1171 

by the correlation between 𝑀𝐿 and the central frequency (𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) and width (∆𝑓) of the frequency 1172 

window (left). The influence of the frequency window on 𝜅 is illustrated by the correlation of 1173 

𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 with 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 and ∆𝑓 (right). Black and gray circles define 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 from sites P1 and P2, 1174 

respectively; the linear trend is represented by the corresponding determination coefficient (𝑅2). 1175 

1176 
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 1177 

Figure 13: Evaluation at site P1 of the source dependence of 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 for a subset of the events from 1178 

the Jausier cluster used in Figure 12. Top: Each 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 value is estimated on the wider frequency 1179 

window available. Bottom: Same events, but with the 𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 values calculated over the constant 1180 

frequency window of 11.3 Hz to 21.3 Hz. The color scale shows the variability associate to each 1181 

𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆 evaluation (∆𝜅𝑟_𝐴𝑆). 1182 
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